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ABSTRACT
In this paper we propose a new dataset, i.e., the MMTF-14K multi-
faceted dataset. It is primarily designed for the evaluation of video-
based recommender systems, but it also supports the exploration of
other multimedia tasks such as popularity prediction, genre classi-
fication and auto-tagging (aka tag prediction). The data consists of
13,623 Hollywood-type movie trailers, ranked by 138,492 users, gen-
erating a total of almost 12.5 million ratings. To address a broader
community, metadata, audio and visual descriptors are also pre-
computed and provided along with several baseline benchmarking
results for uni-modal and multi-modal recommendation systems.
This creates a rich collection of data for benchmarking results and
which supports future development of this field.
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• Information systems → Multimedia databases; Digital li-
braries and archives; Social recommendation; Personalization;
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years we have witnessed an unprecedented explosion
of video content created, shared, and consumed through various
web channels, such as YouTube1 or Vimeo2. According to Cisco’s
latest forecast, more than 75% of the world’s mobile data traffic
1https://www.youtube.com
2https://www.vimeo.com
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will be video by the end of 2020 and reaches more than 80% for
audio-video [1]. Apart from the volume, there is also the diversity
of the video content, e.g. user-generated videos, movies, music
video clips, and so on. Therefore, it is harder and harder for the
user to find interesting new content using the traditional search
tools. Recommender systems (RS) that automatically predict content
that a user may like have emerged and evolved during the last
decade [3, 4, 22].

There is an obvious need for researchers and practitioners to
have access to stable, large-scale, andmultimodal datasets of movies
to research personalization, search/retrieval, and recommender
systems. Past efforts to establish such datasets include the Netflix3
and EachMovie datasets, both no longer available. Perhaps the
most important, still available, is the MovieLens (ML) dataset [14],
which contains timestamped preference information of users for
movies, in order to facilitate research on personalized movie search
and recommendation. These preferences originate from users of
MovieLens4, which is a movie RS. Several versions of the dataset
have been released since its launch in 2005, namely ML-100K, ML-
1M, ML-10M, and ML-20M which foremost differ with respect to
the number of users, items and ratings and/or availability of tags
as items’ metadata.

However, one frequently expressed concern about such datasets
is related to the lack of real content features, which describe audio
and visual properties of the movies. In fact, while in the multimedia
retrieval community, content descriptors extracted from the audio-
visual channel have been researched intensely, the recommender
systems community interpreted for a long time the term “content”
to refer to metadata only. In this vein, datasets like ML [14] and
Yahoo! Movies WebScope dataset [2] provide metadata as “content”
features, and it is argued that these describe to some extent the
content of movies, either by reflecting expert knowledge in case
of editorial information, or the wisdom of the crowd in case of
user-generated tags or keywords.

As recent research showed [10], many aspects of the audio-visual
data of movies are not properly reflected in metadata. In particular,
the perception of a movie is influenced by factors not only related to
the genre, cast, and plot, but also to the overall film style [7]. These
factors affect the viewer’s experience. For example, two movies may
be from the same genre and director, but they can be different based
on the movie style: “Empire of the Sun” and “Schindler’s List” are
both dramatic movies directed by Steven Spielberg and describing

3https://www.netflix.com
4http://www.movielens.org
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Table 1: Most relevant datasets created for the development of recommender systems (M - metadata, A - audio, V - video, |I | —
number of items, |U| — number of users, |P | — number of ratings).

Dataset Domain Content Feature Preference Type |I | |U| |P|
MovieLens 20M (ML-20M) [14] movie M ratings [1-5] 27K 138K 20M
Yahoo! Movies WebScope dataset [2] movie M ratings [F-A+] 9K 2K 91K
LDOS-CoMoDa dataset [18] movie M + context ratings [1-5] 1K 1K 2K
Million Song Dataset [6] music A, M listening events 1M (track) 1M 48M
Million Musical Tweets [15] music A, M listening events 134K (track), 25K (artist) 215K 1M
LFM-1b [23] music M listening events 32M (track), 3M (artist) 120K 1.1B
MMTF-14K movie M, A, V ratings [1-5] 13.6K 138.5K 12.4M

historical events, however, they are completely different in style;
“Schindler’s List” is shot like a documentary in black and white,
while “Empire of the Sun” is shot using bright colors and making
heavy use of special effects. Although these two movies are similar
with respect to traditional metadata (e.g. director, genre, year of
production), their different styles are likely to affect the viewers’
feelings and opinions in a different way [10].

Addressing in particular these limitations, the main contribution
of the work in this paper is the design and release of a publicly avail-
able multifaceted movie trailer dataset (MMTF-14K). The remainder
of the article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a review
of previous datasets created in the recommender systems commu-
nity and positions our contribution. Section 3 describes the content
of MMTF-14k, including the provided audio, visual and metadata
features. Section 4 describes the ground truth associated with the
data. Finally, some baseline results are discussed in Section 5, while
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 PREVIOUS WORK
The recommender systems community has considered for long time
metadata, such as title, genre, tags, actors, or plot of a movie, as the
single source for content-based recommendation models. However,
besides metadata, a wealth of information is stored in the audio and
visual modalities. This could provide useful cues for the creation of
more effective recommender systems.

In the video domain, perhaps the most important, still available
dataset for recommendation tasks is theMovieLens (ML) dataset [14].
It contains timestamped preference information of users for movies.
Several versions of the dataset have been released, which fore-
most differ with respect to the number of ratings, users, and items:
ML-100K, ML-1M, ML-10M, and ML-20M. In 2005, ML introduced
tagging facilities, and in turn included tag information in the later
ML dataset (10M and 20M). Due to the substantial value that such
datasets provide in exploring and validating ideas related to person-
alization and recommendation research, the ML datasets have been
widely appreciated by the community, been heavily used and refer-
enced in the research literature ever since (e.g., 7,500+ references
to ML in Google Scholar) [14].

Among the few other available video datasets, we can mention
the Yahoo! MoviesWebScope dataset [2]. It contains a small percent-
age of the movie community’s preferences for various movies, rated
on a scale from A+ to F. The dataset also provides a large number of
descriptive information, but limited to movies which were released

prior to November 2003. The metadata information include infor-
mation such as cast, crew, synopsis, genre, average ratings, awards.
Another example is the LDOS-CoMoDa dataset [18]. It is a movie
recommender dataset which contains community ratings given to
movies and introduces twelve pieces of contextual information in
which the movies were consumed, such as time, day type, season,
weather, mood and health-condition. The dataset is designed to
facilitate research on context-aware movie recommender systems
(CARS). As a general observation, none of these data come with
advanced, precomputed, audio and visual descriptors.

Unlike the movie domain, music recommendation has produced
much more publicly available resources. The most well-known is
the Million Song Dataset (MSD) [6], which was released in 2012
in conjunction with the MSD Challenge5. MSD integrates various
pieces of information in one million contemporary popular music
pieces. Other examples are the the Million Musical Tweets Dataset
(MMTD) [15] and the LFM-1b dataset [23]. Although these data
have a different focus than our topic (movie recommendation), we
consider them important to be mentioned as they are related to the
audio information.

In this paper, we propose and release the MMTF-14K dataset
which is designed to be used for building movie RS using latest
advances in audio-visual content representations. The dataset is
publicly available and consists of 13,623 Hollywood-type movie
trailers, ranked by 138,492 users with a total of almost 12.5 million
ratings. A summary of the features provided and a comparison with
other datasets is presented in Table 1. To the best of our knowl-
edge, the MMTF-14K dataset is the first large-scale dataset in the
recommender systems community that provides all types of content-
based descriptors in conjunction with metadata. MMTF-14K is also
multifaceted allowing to develop connections with other related
domains such as: popularity prediction — in the RS community,
the common way to calculate popularity is based on how much a
movie has received attention/interaction from the user community.
Formally, the popularity of item i is calculated as the fraction of
users who have rated item i , over the total number of users [27].
Since MMTF14K provides links to the ML ratings dataset, we can
measure popularity based on number of interaction each movie has
received; genre classification — predict movie genre by using multi-
media descriptors. Given the 18 binary genre labels, the problem is
in essence a multi-label classification problem; tag-prediction (auto
tagging) — automatically predict/recommend tags given a media

5https://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/millionsong/challenge
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Table 2: Distribution of genre labels in MMTF-14K.

# Genre #pos #neg skewness
1 Action 1,766 11,857 6.71
2 Adventure 1,202 12,421 10.33
3 Animation 482 13,141 27.26
4 Children 592 13,031 22.01
5 Comedy 4,139 9,484 2.29
6 Crime 1,473 12,150 8.25
7 Documentary 1209 12414 10.27
8 Drama 6,592 7,031 1.07
9 Fantasy 737 12,886 17.48
10 Film-Noir 151 13,472 89.22
11 Horror 1,453 12,170 8.38
12 Musical 509 13,114 25.76
13 Mystery 754 12,869 17.07
14 Romance 2,003 11,620 5.80
15 Sci-Fi 938 12,685 13.52
16 Thriller 2,233 11,390 5.10
17 War 543 13,080 24.09
18 Western 323 13,300 41.18

Avg. 1,505.5 12,118 18.65

content. This is done by learning the association between textual
multimedia features and tag keywords.

3 DATASET DESCRIPTION
3.1 Provided content descriptors
Apart from the from the movie trailers (which are provided via
links), MMTF-14K comes with precomputed state-of-the-art fea-
tures, addressing three modalities: metadata (textual), audio and
visual.

3.1.1 Metadata descriptors. Two types of metadata descriptors
are provided with MMTF-14K: (i) genre features as editorial meta-
data, and (ii) tag features to serve as user-generated metadata. Ad-
ditionally, we provide the year of production for the movies in
MMTF-14K as a side contribution. The metadata originally belong
to the ML dataset which provide them in textual form (see Table 3).
Nevertheless, in MMTF-14K these data are preprocessed and pre-
pared as ready-to-use numerical feature vectors. The advantages of
releasing metadata are multi-fold: first, they can be used in building
CB or Hybrid RS as features describing items’ content. For exam-
ple, metadata can be used in conjunction with multimedia features
using a variety of fusion or hybridization techniques; ultimately,
they serve as baselines for comparing the recommendation quality
with other systems.

Genre features: are represented by a 18-dimensional binary vec-
tor for each movie trailer, representing each of the 18 annotated
movie categories: Action, Adventure, Animation, Children, Comedy,
Crime, Documentary, Drama, Fantasy, Film-Noir, Horror, Musical,
Mystery, Romance, Sci-Fi, Thriller,War andWestern. The distribu-
tion of genre labels in MMTF-14K is shown in Figure 2. The class
imbalance for each genre label is defined by the skewness ratio,
given by: Skewness = negative examples

positive examples . If it is intended to use the
genre labels provided by MMTF-14K for genre classification task,

this classification task is in essence a multi-label classification prob-
lem. In such a condition, knowledge of skewness is fundamental
since in multi-label classification approaches such as one-vs-rest,
the class imbalance can substantially influence the performance of
classifiers. In other words, for such datasets adoption of conven-
tional classifiers and/or evaluation metrics (e.g., accuracy) may not
provide realistic picture of the overall classification quality [25].

Tag features: are based on a term-frequency inverse-document-
frequency (tf-idf) Bag-of-Word (BoW) model. A preprocessing stage
is added to the process of generating the final movie-level descriptor,
involving the following operations: (a) punctuation removal, (b)
tokenizing and lower-case conversion, (c) word removal for words
with very high or very low frequency, (d) stop word removal and
finally (e) Porter stemming [21]. After these steps, each tag feature
is represented by a decimal vector of length 10,228. Note that only
9,646 of the movies were assigned tags by users. This happens in
cold-start (CS) situations when a new item is added to the catalog
and no metadata is assigned to it [4].

Year of Production: In addition to the above metadata, we release
also the year of production for movies. They were automatically
obtained by text processing of the ML dataset and extracting the
years embedded in the title of movies. For a few movies, this infor-
mation was not available and was added manually. The average,
median and standard deviation of these values are: 1992.2, 1999 and
84.84, respectively.

3.1.2 Audio descriptors. Two sets of audio features are provided,
representing both traditional descriptors (Block-level features) as
well as current state-of-the-art (I-vectors).

Block-level features (BLFs): extracts features from audio segments
of a few seconds, in contrast to frame-level features which operate
on much shorter units. BLFs capture temporal aspects of an audio
recording to some degree. The block-level feature framework [24]
defines six features that capture: spectral aspects (spectral pattern,
delta spectral pattern, variance delta spectral pattern), harmonic as-
pects (correlation pattern), rhythmic aspects (logarithmic fluctuation
pattern), and tonal aspects (spectral contrast pattern).

I-vector features: this paradigm [9] is the current state-of-the-
art representation learning technique in different audio-related
domains, such as speech processing, music recommendation, and
acoustic scene analysis [12, 26]. An i-vector is a fixed-length and
low-dimensional representation containing rich acoustic informa-
tion, which is usually extracted from short to moderate segments
(usually from 10 seconds to 5 minutes) of acoustic signals. The
i-vector features are computed using Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coef-
ficients (MFCCs) frame-level features.

3.1.3 Visual descriptors. Similar to the audio descriptors, for
the visual modality we provide both a traditional approach (Aes-
thetic Visual Features) and state-of-the-art descriptors that use deep
neural networks (AlexNet Features).

Aesthetic Visual Features: this set of features has been proposed
in [13], where they have been used for measuring the aesthetic
value of coral reef pictures, while parts of these feature set are
inspired from works dealing with artwork and photographic aes-
thetics [8, 16, 20]. This set is composed of 26 features, split into three
main categories: color based descriptors, texture based descriptors and
object based descriptors. Three early fusion schemes are presented
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in our collection for recommendation purposes: individual features,
feature fusion according to the three main categories and full fusion
with all the features. We also employ four aggregation schemes for
obtaining movie level features: average, median, average + variance
and median + median absolute deviation.

AlexNet features: the AlexNet [19] deep neural network has been
developed for scene and object recognition tasks. In our context,
we use the extracted output values of the fc7 layer, as it has been
shown to give good performances in a high number of tasks, some
of which are related to human centered preference systems such
as interestingness [11] and aesthetic ranking [17]. The same four
statistical aggregation schemes as for the aesthetic visual features
are employed here.

3.2 Dataset basic statistics
The dataset consists of 13,623 movie trailers, with an average dura-
tion of approximately 2 minutes and 22 seconds, for a total of almost
23 days of video data. 138,492 users gave 12,471,739 ratings to these
trailers, thus each user rates an average of 90 videos and each video
has being rated on average 915.5 times as shown in Table 3. As it
can be seen, statistical distribution of ratings in MMTF-14K and
ML-20M represented by the density of URM density = |R |

|I |×|U | are
similar (density = 1- sparsity).

3.3 Data format
The MMTF-14K dataset can be downloaded from this link6. The
data is organized in 4 folders, one of them containing general infor-
mation regarding the dataset (Data), while the other 3 (Metadata
descriptors, Audio descriptors and Visual descriptors) have the pre-
processed features under different aggregation schemes. All the
comma-separated values (.csv) files are encoded in simple UTF-8
format, while archive files are in standard ZIP format.

3.3.1 Data. The Data folder contains two files that offer infor-
mation regarding the dataset: movie_description.csv and rating.csv.
The first file gives details about the trailers in this dataset, with the
first column indicating the movie id, the second indicating the full ti-
tle of the movie trailer while the last one representing the preferred
trailer link (YouTube identifier)7 where the trailers can be accessed.
The second file presents the rating dataset after being merged with
the ML-20M dataset [14]8 representing the ground truth data that
can be used with this dataset for movie recommendation purposes.

3.3.2 Metadata descriptors. TheMetadata descriptors folder con-
tains three subfolders: Genre features, Tag features and Year of Pro-
duction. All the metadata features are obtained from Movie Lens.
The Genre features folder contains the GenreFeatures.csv file with
every row representing a movie. The first column of this csv file
represents the id of the movie trailer corresponding the the ML
movie ids, while the rest of the columns represent the binary values
of the genre feature vector. The Tag features folder has a similar
structure, containing a TagFeatures.csv file, where movie trailers
are represented as different rows. Again, the first column is the id

6MMTF-14K dataset: https://mmprj.github.io/mtrm_dataset/index.
7The full link in order to access the trailers is created by: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v= + YouTube identifier
8http://www.movielens.org

of the movie trailer and the tag feature vector is contained in the
rest of the columns.

3.3.3 Audio descriptors. The Audio descriptors folder contains
two sub-folders: Block level features and I-Vector features. While
the Block-level features include different fusion schemes, the I-
Vector features include different parameters for the gaussian mix-
ture model (GMM) and total variability dimension (tvDim). The
Block level features folder has two sub-folders: All and Compo-
nent6, and while the former contains the fusion scheme of all the 6
subcomponents of the BLF, the later contains each of the 6 compo-
nents in separate csv files. The All folder contains a .csv file named
BlockLevelFeatures-All.csv. Here, every movie trailer is represented
on a different row, the first column of every row representing the
id of the trailer, while the rest of the column holds the BLF fea-
ture. The Component6 folder contains 6 .csv files, each representing
a component of the BLF vector (e.g.: BlockFeatures - Component6
- Spectral.csv, BlockFeatures - Component6 - SpectralContrast.csv)
with a similar structure as the previous file. The I-Vector features
folder includes the 180 files, corresponding to the all combinations
of the parameters used (e.g.: IVectorFeatures - GMM_tvDim_fold
- 16_10_1.csv, IVectorFeatures - GMM_tvDim_fold - 512_400_5.csv)
where the first number of the title of the files represents the number
of mixture models of the GMM (16, 32, 64, 128, 256 and 512), the sec-
ond the tvDim (10, 20, 40, 100, 200 and 400) and the last one the fold
number (1, 2, 3, 4 and 5). Extraction of i-vectors requires building an
acoustic space from the audio signals of the item in the train phase
which is used to learn/extract i-vector features from each item in a
subsequent stage. Since this task is dataset-dependent, in the folder
Data we provide an additional folder rating-splitted-5foldCV which
contains rating matrices for each fold and the corresponding items
used to extracts i-vectors. Obviously for a comparison with other
provided descriptors, the same splitting of the ratings should be
used for all descriptors.

3.3.4 Visual descriptors. The Visual descriptors folder contains
two subfolders:Aesthetic features andAlexNet features, each of them
including different aggregation schemes for the two types of vi-
sual features. The Aesthetic features folder includes 4 subfolders,
corresponding to the 4 aggregation schemes: Avg containing the
average aggregation scheme, AvgVar with the average and vari-
ance aggregation scheme, Med containing the median scheme and
finally MedMad with the median and median absolute deviation
aggregation. Each of these folders contain 30 .csv files, representing
the different early fusion schemes applied to these features: indi-
vidual components (i.e. AestheticFeatures - MED - Feat26Convexity,
AestheticFeatures - AVG - Feat26Edge), early fusion based on the
3 main types (i.e. AestheticFeatures - MEDMAD - Type3Color.csv,
AestheticFeatures - AVG - Type3Texture.csv) and finally a vector
containing all the component concatenated (i.e. AestheticFeatures
- MED - All.csv). The AlexNet features folder has a similar struc-
ture, containing the 4 subfolders, each of them corresponding to
a different aggregation scheme: Avg, AvgVar, Med and MedMad.
The structure of these archives is simpler than the case for the
AVF features, considering that no early fusion scheme is needed or
applicable to the fc7 layer output. Therefore, only one file will be
present in these folders, depending on the aggregation scheme (i.e.
AlexNetFeatures - MED - fc7 ).

https://mmprj.github.io/mtrm_dataset/index
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
http://www.movielens.org
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Table 3: Characteristics of the user-ratingmatrix associatedwithMMTF-14K andML-20M: |U|—number of users, |I |—number
of items, |R | — number of ratings. (Note that w.r.t. Table 2 |R | = |P |)

dataset |U | |I | |R | |R |
|U|

|R|
|I|

|R|
|I|×|U| (density)

MMTF-14K 138,492 13,623 12,471,739 90.05 915.5 0.0066
ML-20M 138,493 26,744 20,000,263 144.4 747.8 0.0054

4 GROUND TRUTH
Since the proposed MMTF-14K dataset is mainly meant for movie
recommendations task but can also address a broader audience
in machine learning and multimedia domain, the ground truth
here is the actual rating scores provided by the user to the movies.
The recommendation problem can be formulated in two ways: (i)
prediction version of problem (i.e., predict the rating value for a user-
item combination) (ii) ranking version of problem (i.e., determination
of Top-k items among all items that the user would like). Both of
the above approachers require rating score as ground-truth for
evaluation [4].

The ground truth associated to the data was extracted from the
MovieLens 20M dataset [14], also called ML v4. This released ver-
sion of the dataset consists of ratings sampled throughout a large
portion of the history of the ML initiative, more precisely from Jan-
uary 1995 to March 2015. The rating system is a “half star” system,
moving away from a “whole star” only system in 2003, as a result of
user demand in some surveys, thus granting users the permission
to choose from 10 preference scores (0.5 to 5). Users also partici-
pated in the creation of the original tag features assigned to each
movie, a function that was added to ML in December 2005. In what
concerns the provided ratings, there are fewer ratings in the “half
star” categories than in the “whole star” ones, most likely due to the
later introduction of the 10 score system. Secondly, the distribution
of ratings counts per user (i.e., number of ratings given by each user
to movies in the catalog) and item (i.e., number of ratings given
to each item by the users) is shown in Figure 1. As it can be seen,

Figure 1: Distribution of rating counts for users and items
(x-axis: number of ratings, y-axis: count). Note that for sim-
plicity we show the plot for rating count equal to 300.

the pick of rating counts per user lies in the region 11-30 rating,
with an average number of ratings equal to 90.05 and a maximum
and minimum equal to 4,873 and 2 ratings respectively (std: 139.14).
This is while for per-item rating score, majority of items have less
than 10 rating scores. For example, 3,265 movies have between
1-3 ratings. The average number of ratings per item is 915.5 while
the maximum and minimum equal to 63,366 and 1 rating(s) (std:
3,434.9). As it can be noted there is a large standard deviation/sharp
discontinuity between two types of items, first the so called main-
stream items (the items in the left side of the orange curve which
attract a fair number of rating) and second the popular items (the
items in the right side of orange curve which attract a large number
of ratings per user). Knowledge of popularity is important because
some recommendation algorithms such as collaborative filtering
(CF) [4, 22] base their recommendation on the ratings obtained
by community of users (instead of content descriptions as in CB)
thereby promoting the chance of these popular items being more
recommended. Thus, in some tasks a portion of popular items are
removed from the recommendation process in order to obtain a
realistic picture of the overall quality of the system 9.

5 BASELINE AND REFERENCE RESULTS
To provide a baseline for recommender system experiments, we
randomly chose a subset of 3,000 users, with the condition that
each user has a minimum of 50 movie ratings in their profile, and
performed a 5-fold cross validation experiment by creating 5 non-
overlapping segments. Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR), Mean average
precision (MAP) and Recall (R) are then calculated for different cutoff
values (@4 and @10) and in two different scenarios: warm-start
(WS) and cold-start (CS). While the WS scenario takes into account
all the tag features, the CS scenario keeps all the tag features for
training the system, while on the test set only a random selection of
3% of the tag features are kept. The cold-start scenario is supposed
to simulate real-world conditions, by acknowledging the fact that
some movies, especially the newer or less popular ones, have a
small set of user input data, therefore have fewer tags attached to
them. The corresponding code for calculating the MRR, MAP and
R values is available with the dataset.

The results for each default extracted descriptor are presented in
Table 4, along with the results for the best performing late fusion
combinations of these features. The fusion scheme is based on
the Bodra count method [5] to fuse ranking results of different
recommenders into a unified ranking of videos. As it can be seen
the SoA i-vec (audio) and Deep AlexNet (visual) have supervisor
performance comparedwith traditional BLF (audio) andAVF (visual)
descriptors. It can be also noted that while both SoA audio and visual

9Note that in RS community, popularity is measured by the number of ratings assigned
to items (e.g., movies)
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Table 4: Baseline performance for movie recommendation. Best results are in bold. CS: cold-start, WS: warm-start

feature name modality MRR@4 MAP@4 R@4 MRR@10 MAP@10 R@10
tag (CS) M 0.0195 0.0051 0.0042 0.0274 0.0037 0.0111
tag (WS) M 0.0213 0.0057 0.0046 0.0294 0.0041 0.0120
genre M 0.0162 0.0044 0.0039 0.0245 0.0034 0.0112
i-vec A 0.0233 0.0060 0.0052 0.0311 0.0042 0.0120
BLF A 0.0170 0.0045 0.0038 0.0242 0.0032 0.0097
AlexNet V 0.0219 0.0057 0.0043 0.0296 0.0038 0.0111
AVF V 0.0187 0.0049 0.0039 0.0263 0.0034 0.0102
i-vec + AlexNet A + V 0.0232 0.0061 0.0051 0.0318 0.0043 0.0122
AlexNet + tag V + M 0.0239 0.0062 0.0053 0.0325 0.0044 0.0130
i-vec + tag A + M 0.0266 0.0072 0.0059 0.0359 0.0049 0.0139

descriptors have a higher quality w.r.t the genre recommender, the
i-vec has also a superior performance compared to semantic-rich
tag (in both CSWS) w.r.t all evaluation metrics and across all cut-off
values.

6 CONCLUSIONS
In this work we release the MMTF-14K dataset, a dataset consist-
ing of 13,623 Hollywood-like movie trailers which are rated by
more than 138,492 users. The primary scope of this dataset is to
support the development of movie recommender systems, and to
the best of our knowledge, this is the first large-scale dataset in
the recommender systems community that provides all types of
content-based descriptors in conjunction with metadata. However,
these data go beyond the recommending scenario thanks to its rich
content. It can also be used for tasks such as popularity prediction,
tag prediction and genre classification. Apart from the data, we are
also releasing some baseline results to allow further benchmarking.
The data is publicly available.
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